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1.0 Introduction
The Northeast BC Resource Municipalities Coalition (the Coalition) was formed in 2014 to advance a single
mandate and purpose – to represent the interests of municipalities in resource development issues in this vital
region of British Columbia. Coalition members include the following municipalities – Chetwynd, Dawson Creek,
Fort St. John, Northern Rockies, Pouce Coupe, Taylor and Tumbler Ridge.
The Coalition fully recognizes the critical importance of an efficient and safe transportation network in northeast BC
to achieve regional and Provincial economic, social and environmental objectives. Moreover, the Coalition
understands the value of the ‘BC on the Move’ – 10 Year Transportation Plan initiative in laying the foundation for
transportation network development over the next decade. We appreciate the opportunity to provide this
submission in response to ‘BC on the Move.’
A wide range of transportation network components are embraced within ‘BC on the Move’, including highways,
ports, railways, ferries, airports, transit and pedestrian / cycling facilities. Given the regional nature of the
Coalition’s interests, this submission focusses on the following components of the transportation network:


Highways;



Resource Roads;



Airports; and



Railways.

The Coalition has also concentrated on transportation network components that fall beyond the boundaries of
incorporated municipalities. Our member municipalities may be providing submissions outside of this document
regarding transportation issues within their boundaries.
Our comments are arranged in the following sections within this document:


Section 2 – underscores the Coalition’s support for key objectives of Provincial transportation plans;



Section 3 – provides the Coalition’s thoughts with respect to required highway enhancements;



Section 4 – sets out the Coalition’s views on resource roads;



Section 5 – offers the Coalition’s input regarding airports as a key component of the northeast BC
transportation network;



Section 6 – provides the Coalition’s thoughts on railways;



Section 7 – deals with the need for special Provincial funding recognition for transportation improvements in
the high-growth northeast region of BC;
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Section 8 – requests a revision to the Ministry’s process for completing the ‘BC on the Move’ report; and



Section 9 – summarizes the Coalition’s requests of the Ministry.

We feel that the contents of the above sections convey the Coalition’s views with respect to the evolving
transportation needs of northeastern BC, and have chosen not to complete the survey contained in the ‘BC on the
Move’ discussion guide and survey document. The Coalition also formally requests we be provided the opportunity
to review and provide input to the draft ‘BC on the Move’ Plan once it is available.
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2.0 Coalition Support for Key Objectives of Provincial
Transportation Plans
The objectives of the Coalition are firmly aligned with those of the Province with respect to the role and value of the
Provincial transportation network.
The ‘BC on the Move’ discussion guide contains the
following statement, which resonates with the Coalition’s
views:
‘A

safe,

efficient,

integrated

and

affordable

transportation network is the backbone of B.C.’s
economy: moving goods to communities and markets,
connecting people to services and jobs, providing
access for natural resource and tourism sectors, and
generating international, national and regional trading
opportunities.’

The Coalition has also reflected on the Province’s
objectives set out in the ‘Pacific Gateway Transportation
Strategy 2012-2020.’ Within the overall vision that
‘British Columbia is North America’s gateway of choice
for Asia Pacific trade’, the Strategy calls for increased
major road and rail capacity, marine terminal and airport
improvements, rural resource transportation capacity,
and collaboration in advancing required improvements.
Much investment has taken place in recent years in
Gateway projects in southern and coastal BC, such as
the Port Mann / Highway 1 Improvements, South Fraser
Perimeter Road, Highway 1 east of Kamloops and
marine terminal capacity upgrades.
The Coalition
congratulates the Province on these completed
Gateway project investments, and respectfully requests
that continued attention is directed to Provincial
highway, resource road, airport and railway
infrastructure in northeast BC. This request includes
targets and actions mentioned specifically in the
Gateway Strategy, notably:
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$18 billion to support the previously announced BC Jobs Plan goal of three Liquefied Natural Gas plants in
B.C., and at least $222 million to increase access to natural resources in rural B.C. With respect to LNG
plants, the Coalition notes the findings of the Conference Board of Canada (2012 Report ‘The Role of Natural
Gas in Powering Canada’s Economy) that nearly five times the level of investment is required in the upstream
natural gas supply areas in comparison to the investment in actual LNG plant facilities; and



Increase access to gas reserves through $222 million continued investment in the Oil and Gas Rural Road
Improvement Project and the Sierra Yoyo Desan Road.

Finally, the Coalition concurs with the recent findings of the Provincial Select Standing Committee on Finance and
Government Services, who conclude in their ‘Report on the Budget 2015 Consultations’ that:
‘Transportation infrastructure is key to provincial economic development, as well as corridor and
gateway initiatives that link BC to external markets. Accordingly, it recommends that the
provincial government maintain strategic leadership in this area through continued transportation
infrastructure improvements.’ and
‘Develop an immediate and long-term comprehensive physical and social infrastructure strategy
that addresses demographic and economic trends, community and regional needs, and strategic
planning across different levels of government.’
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3.0 Highways
3.1

Introduction

There are several Provincial Numbered Highways which provide for the movement of vehicles within northeast BC,
and connect these regions with points beyond. These highways are shown on Figure 3.1.
In order to provide context for this discussion of highways in northeast BC, the Coalition has reviewed Ministry of
Transportation and Infrastructure data for two major highway corridors in northeast BC – Highway 97, and Highway
2 near the BC / Alberta border. A summary of data relating to traffic characteristics in presented in Table 3.1.
Table 3.1 – Daily Traffic Volumes on Highway 97 and Highway 2

Highway 2

Location

(near BC/Alberta border)

Average Daily Traffic (Two-Way)

1

3,775 vehicles per day

Highway 97 (north of
2
Fort St. John)

Highway 97 (near
3
Chetwynd)

5,220 vehicles per day

1,551 vehicles per day

1

Highway 2 data from BC/Alberta Border Station, P-43-1 MS, 2013

2

Highway 97 (north of Fort St. John) data from short-count station 44 – 004 MS in 2005, extrapolated using growth data from
nearby station.

3

Highway 97 data from Willow Flats Station, P-43-2 MS, 2012

These data point to the fact that there is more highway traffic flow to / from northeast BC from Alberta than
from other portions of BC (approximately 2.5 times the flow on an average day).

Highway traffic has also grown at all these locations, at an average of about 3% per year.
Northeast BC also has a high proportion of truck traffic, as demonstrated by the data in Table 3.2.
Table 3.2 – Truck Share of Traffic at Selected Locations in BC

Highway 2
Location

Truck Share of Traffic

(near BC/Alberta
border)

Highway 97
(north of Fort
St. John)

Highway 97
(near
Chetwynd)

Port
Mann/Oak
St. Bridges

Okanagan
Lake
Bridge

Highway 3
Crowsnest
Pass

31%

50%

38%

8%

10%

21%
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Figure 3.1
Numbered Highway
System in Northeast BC
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3.2

Highway Improvements

The Coalition appreciates investments made by the Province in the northeast BC highway system over the past
number of years. In the last decade – since the completion of the 2003 Opening Up BC Transportation Plan –
numerous projects have been completed. These are shown in Appendix A. In addition, major corridor studies on
Hwy. 2 and portions of Hwy. 97 have been completed, and the recommendations partially implemented.
Looking forward, the Coalition respectfully requests that the following highway improvement projects be
undertaken:


Completion of those projects identified in the
2003 Opening Up BC Transportation Plan which
are either underway, or have yet to commence
(realignment of curve at Cairns Creek bridge 60
km west of Chetwynd). The status of these
projects is indicated in Appendix A;



Completion of priority projects identified in the
2007 Hwy. 2 Corridor Study (BC / Alberta border
to Dawson Creek), and 2008 Alaska Hwy. 97N
Corridor Improvement Study (Dawson Creek to
Fort St. John);



Replace the Hwy. 77 Bridge over the Fort Nelson River;



Review the posted maximum travel speeds on all highway routes in northeastern BC with a view to increasing
them where safe to do so;



Complete paving on Hwy. 52 between Tumbler Ridge and Hwy. 97;



Implement the findings of the joint Public Works Canada / Ministry of Transportation and Infrastructure highway
corridor study being conducted for the portion of Hwy. 97 between Fort St. John and Buckinghorse. The
Coalition further requests that it be kept apprised as this ongoing study proceeds;



Review the design standards of that portion of Hwy. 97 between Lemoray and the Pine River, and undertake
necessary improvements;



Encourage BC Hydro to relocate overhead electrical wires underground where they pose challenges to vehicle
movement; and



Upgrade the surface of the Murray River Road extending south of Tumbler Ridge to Monkman Provincial Park
and Kinuseo Falls. While not a Provincial numbered highway, this road would benefit from either paving or
other durable all-weather surfacing.
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3.3

Enforcement

Anecdotal evidence points to excessive vehicle speeds, as well as other unsafe driving habits such as passing in
prohibited locations or dangerous situations, on highways in northeast BC. The Coalition respectfully requests that
enforcement efforts be enhanced through Provincial efforts such as:


Increase presence by Provincial police forces;



Driver education efforts to improve self-enforcement, such as increased use of speed-reader boards.

3.4

Exploration of Alternative Highway Corridor from Dawson Creek to Fort St.
John

Highway 97 northbound from Dawson Creek to Fort St. John is the
key highway corridor connecting these communities. Travel along this
route is subject to the potential for long delays, particularly those
associated with accidents, weather / road conditions and other
circumstances at the bridge over the Peace River at Taylor (along with
its approaches on either side of the valley).
The Coalition
acknowledges the efforts of the Province to alleviate these delays
through the ongoing improvement program at this location.
The Coalition also recognizes that there is an alternative Provincial
highway link between these two communities (via Hwy. 97 westbound
from Dawson Creek to Chetwynd, and then Hwy. 29 northbound from
Chetwynd to Fort St. John via Hudson’s Hope), but also notes that this
is a circuitous route.
With the imminent increase in industrial and other traffic in northeast
BC associated with liquefied natural gas (LNG) and other resource developments, the Coalition respectfully
requests that the Province explore an alternative direct highway corridor from Dawson Creek to Fort St. John
(including bridge crossing over the Peace River). This exploration should involve collaboration with oil and gas
industry interests, as alternative routes would pass over the highly-valued Montney field which is the focus of much
present and anticipated industry activity.
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4.0 Resource Roads
The Coalition understands that resource roads that access oil and gas as well as other industrial activities fall
within the scope of the ‘B.C. on the Move’ transportation plan.

4.1

Oil and Gas Rural Road Investment Program

The Province’s Oil and Gas Rural Road Investment
Program (OGRRIP) provides funding to deal with the
interface between rural resource roads and the Provincial
Highway system.
The OGRRIP program is of
considerable importance to northeast BC, and has been
fundamental to the safe and efficient functioning of this
component of the region’s transportation network.
The Coalition has reviewed the Ministry of Transportation
and Infrastructure’s Revised 2013/14 – 2015/16 Service
Plan (accessed from the Ministry’s website in November
2014), and notes that there is no Provincial investment
planned for the OGRRIP program in the 2015/16 fiscal
year. This follows two consecutive years of $23 million
and $20 million investments, respectively. The Coalition
respectfully requests that:


Provincial investment in the OGRRIP program be
reinstated for the 2015/16 fiscal year, with a minimum
funding allocation of $20 million; and



Provincial investment in the OGRRIP program
continue beyond the 2015/16 fiscal year, with funding
allocation commensurate with the level of oil and gas
activity in the region (including Provincial royalties,
permits, leases payments and other revenues received from this activity).

In addition, the Coalition recalls the former ‘Rural Roads Task Force’ which was active in northeast BC, and
requests that the Ministry consider re-establishing a similar group to provide input to decisions regarding the
interface between rural resource roads and other Provincial roads (including addressing issues such as turning
lanes, points of access / egress, and traffic impact assessments).
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4.2

Infrastructure Royalty Credit Program

The Infrastructure Royalty Credit Program has been offered by the Province for a number of years. Under this
Program, up to 50% of the cost of building resource roads is provided through royalty credits. Industry can submit
candidate projects to this application-based program. The most recent intake was April 2014.
The Coalition respectfully requests that this Program continue.

4.3

Special Resource Roads in Northern Rockies – Sierra Yoyo Desan Road
and Horn River Centre Line Road

There are two resource roads located within the Northern Rockies Regional Municipality which deserve special
attention – Sierra Yoyo Desan (SYD) Road and Horn River Centre Line Road.
The SYD Road is the subject of a unique public – private partnership struck between the Province of BC and a
private sector consortium led by Ledcor. This partnership was struck in 2004, extends over a 16-year period to
2020, and includes the expenditure of $40
million by the Ledcor group on design,
construction and maintenance of road
infrastructure for the 188 kilometre SYD
Road. The Ledcor group is being reimbursed
for its costs by the Province, with funds
coming from Provincial fees collected from oil
and gas industry activities in the area. The
Coalition supports this ongoing partnership.
The Coalition would also like to bring to the
Ministry’s attention the proposed Horn River
Centre Line Road (HRCLR) which would
extend north from Fort Nelson into the Horn
River basin, a major natural gas play. This road would provide much-improved access for industry into the Horn
River basin. It would provide an 80 km route for the movement of industrial equipment, supplies and workers, as
opposed to a 200 km plus, multi-hour trip via other resource roads. The HRCLR would allow the community of Fort
Nelson to enhance its standing as a service centre to development of Horn River basin gas, thus minimizing the flyin / fly-out model of workforce provision and maximizing benefits to the region and Province. This would support the
overarching position of Northern Rockies and all other Coalition municipalities which states ‘continue to develop as
permanent, sustainable and vibrant communities.’ The oil and gas industry is supportive of the HRCLR. The
Coalition respectfully requests that the Province work in partnership with industry to develop this vital resource
road. Furthermore, the Coalition requests that the HRCLR be developed in addition to the SYD Road, and that no
funding from the SYD Road be transferred to the HRCLR.
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5.0 Airports
The ‘B.C. on the Move’ discussion guide and survey
contains specific reference to four airports within the
Province – Vancouver International Airport (YVR), and
regional airports in Kelowna (YLW), Kamloops (YKA) and
Prince George (YXS).
The Coalition would like to stress the value of the regional
and community airport system in northeastern BC to the
economy of the region and Province, and to the safety of
residents of the region.

The Coalition envisions these

values increasing tremendously as further industrial
development takes place in northeast BC – the engine of
BC’s economic future.

The regional and community airports of the northeast
region are shown on Figure 5.1 (following page). Regional
airports include North Peace (YXJ) located near Fort St.
John and Taylor, Dawson Creek (YDQ) and Northern
Rockies (YYE) located in Fort Nelson. Community airports
are located in Chetwynd, Hudson’s Hope and Tumbler
Ridge. In addition, there are private air strips operated by
industry and others scattered throughout the region.
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Figure 5.1
Regional and Community
Airports in Northeastern BC
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The regional airports in northeast BC track both aircraft as well as passenger movements through their facilities.
These data are summarized in Figures 5.2 (Aircraft Movements – arrivals and departures) and 5.3 (Passenger
Statistics – deplaned and enplaned).
Figure 5.2 – Aircraft Movements at Northeast BC Regional Airports – 2009 to 2013

Note: No data for the Northern Rockies in 2009

Figure 5.3 – Passenger Statistics at Northeast BC Regional Airports – 2009 - 2013

Note: No data for the Northern Rockies in 2009

It is evident that all northeast BC regional airports have experienced growth in both aircraft and passenger
movements over the last five years.
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This trend is expected to continue and become magnified. While the Coalition municipalities have the shared goal
of increasing permanent workforce residency in the region, it is recognized that there will be continuing reliance on
fly-in / fly-out workforce arrangements to provide the industry workforce. This model depends upon reliable,
efficient and safe air services delivered by airports in the region.
One example of the reliance on a remote workforce to advance a major industrial project is BC Hydro’s proposed
Site C Clean Energy Project. During peak construction, over 60% of the direct workforce is projected to be drawn
from locations outside of northeast BC. This represents about 1,300 workers who will rely largely upon northeast
BC’s airports – principally the North Peace airport due to Site C’s location 7 km from Fort St. John’s City centre - to
commute from their places of residence to the construction site.
Both the North Peace and Northern Rockies airports have prepared projections of aircraft movements and
passenger statistics. These projections are summarized below.


North Peace Regional Airport – aircraft movement growth of 5% annually for the period 2013-2023, and
passenger growth of 6.7% annually over that same ten-year period (from Air Traffic Forecasts for the North
Peace Regional Airport – September 2014).



Northern Rockies Regional Airport – aircraft movement increase of 35% to 239% for the period 2012 to 2028
(average annual growth of 2.2% to 15%), and passenger growth of 227% to 250% (average annual growth of
14.2% to 15.6%) over the same period (from Northern Rockies Regional Airport 2018 Marketing Strategy –
August 2013).

Aircraft movement and passenger forecasts were not available for the Dawson Creek Regional Airport at the time
of writing.
The role of the northeast BC’s airports in providing medical evacuation, leisure travel and other services to the
region must not be overlooked. These are important considerations in ensuring a high quality of life in northeast
BC communities.
In summary, the Coalition respectfully requests that:


The vital roles played by northeast BC’s regional and community airports in supporting the economic and social
development of the region be recognized by the Ministry of Transportation and Infrastructure in the ‘BC on the
Move’ transportation plan;



The Province recognize that, in the short-term, there will continue to be dependence on the fly-in / fly-out model
of workforce provision as a means to achieve resource industry development goals, and that the Province has
a direct role to play in ensuring the efficient, safe and viable operation of this absolutely essential component of
the northeast region’s transportation network; and



The Province discourage the development of private air strips, due to the fact they divert aircraft and
passengers away from public airports, and decrease economic opportunities which might otherwise be
available to communities in the northeast BC region.
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6.0 Railways
The rail system in northeast BC (shown on Figure 6.1 – following page) is operated by Canadian National (CN)
Railway under a lease arrangement with BC Rail, a subsidiary of the Provincial Transportation Financing Authority.
One measure of rail capacity is referred to as ‘Weight Limitations.’ The application of this metric to the major
reaches of the CN Railway line in northeast BC is shown in Table 6.1
Table 6.1 – Weight Limitations on Northeast BC Rail Network

Rail Subdivision

Location (approximate)

Weight Limitations

Pine Pass to Chetwynd

272,000 lbs. (> 45’ cars)

Tumbler Ridge to Highway 97 Corridor

286,000 lbs. (> 47’ cars)

Chetwynd to Alberta Border

263,000 lbs. (> 43’ cars)

Fort St. John

Chetwynd to Fort St. John

268,000 lbs. (> 44’ cars)

Fort Nelson

Fort St. John to Fort Nelson

268,000 lbs. (> 44’ cars)

Chetwynd
Tumbler
Dawson Creek

Source: CN Rail, November 2014

Rail service will be vital to the movement of goods
associated with industrial growth in the region. CN is
monitoring the needs of industry in northeast BC, and is
prepared to respond with necessary infrastructure and
operational upgrades to meet the evolving needs of its
customers.
CN is also responsible for maintaining the northeast BC
rail system under the terms of its lease arrangement with
BC Rail.
This agreement contains the following
maintenance standards, expressed in terms of freight
train speeds.
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Figure 6.1
Railways in
Northeastern BC
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Table 6.2 – Maintenance Standards for Northeast BC Rail Network
Length

Minimum Freight Train Speed
(average over entire length)

Pine Pass to Chetwynd

196 miles

34 miles per hour

Tumbler Ridge to Hwy 97 Corridor

69 miles

31 miles per hour

Chetwynd to Alberta Border

58 miles

25 miles per hour

Fort St. John

Chetwynd to Fort St. John

70 miles

27 miles per hour

Fort Nelson

Fort St. John to Fort Nelson

250 miles

30 miles per hour

Rail Subdivision
Chetwynd
Tumbler
Dawson Creek

Location (approximate)

Source: Revitalization Agreement, BC Railway Company and BC Rail Partnership, 2004, Schedule D, Maintenance Standards

Maintenance work undertaken by CN is guided by federal Transport Canada standards and regulations. The
Coalition believes that these maintenance standards are not being met, particularly in the Fort Nelson rail
subdivision (which extends from Fort St. John to Fort Nelson).
With respect to the role of northeast BC railways in supporting industrial activity, the Coalition respectfully requests
continued collaboration between BC Rail and Canadian National Railway. In addition, the Coalition requests that:


rail maintenance conditions and standards in the Fort Nelson rail subdivision be reviewed to ascertain the
current state of the railway, and to ensure its continued safe and efficient operation in support of future
industrial activity in the Northern Rockies and North Peace areas. The Fort Nelson and District Chamber of
Commerce has taken a lead role in calling for this review due to a significant decrease in the level of service,
and has engaged Transport Canada, CN customers, and Member of Parliament Bob Zimmer; and



CN Rail be encouraged to improve the rail corridor extending from the Alberta border to Dawson Creek, via
Pouce Coupe.
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7.0 Special Provincial Funding Recognition
Given the location of the Coalition membership on the east side of the Rocky Mountains, adjacent to northern
Alberta, it follows that close attention has been paid to oil and gas development in the Wood Buffalo / Fort
McMurray region.
In the early 2000s, the Alberta Provincial Cabinet
directed the Oil Sands Ministerial Strategy Committee
to evolve an action plan to address emerging social,
environmental and economic impacts arising from oil
sands
development.
Following
extensive
consultations and analytical work, a report entitled
‘Investing in our Future: Responding to the Rapid
Growth of Oil Sands Development’ was released in
December 2006. This document is often referred to as
the ‘Radke Report’ after one of the team members and
report authors, Doug Radke. A key focus of the work
was current and anticipated gaps in infrastructure,
including transportation as a critical area.
The Coalition would like to draw the attention of the
Minister of Transportation and Infrastructure, as well
as other members of the Provincial government, to
some overall conclusions of this report:
‘Planning appears to be adequate for policing services,
education, and recreational facilities. But this is not the case for…….transportation.’
‘Specifically, the team found that current funding formulae, especially in health care, do not work well in high growth
areas.’
The Coalition would also like to point out a key over-arching recommendation of the Radke report, which reads:
‘Recommendation 6 – The resource allocation process for high growth areas should be separated from the regular
government budgeting system.’
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Additionally, the Business Council of British Columbia ‘Building BC for the 21

st

Century – A White Paper on

Infrastructure Policy and Financing, October 2014’ also noted:
“a focus on large economic infrastructure pertaining to transportation and transit emerges, as this is
an area that is especially important to prosperity and our future economic development.”
“long-term and comprehensive infrastructure strategy for the province’, and ‘leveraging financing
opportunities to secure and maximize a stable flow of funding for infrastructure development in BC.”
The Coalition feels that the conclusions and recommendations of the Radke Report and the Business Council of
BC White Paper are especially poignant for the current and projected situation facing northeastern BC. In keeping
with this, the Coalition requests that special funding consideration be given by the Ministry to all aspects of the
transportation network in northeastern BC, including highways, resource roads, airports, and enforcement of the
maintenance provision under which CN rail leases the railway from BC Rail.
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8.0 Process for Completing ‘BC on the Move’ Report
The Coalition would like to extend its appreciation to the Ministry of Transportation and Infrastructure for the
opportunity to provide input to the ‘BC on the Move’ Transportation Plan. Although the time frame for submissions
was limited to approximately two months, we have attempted to capture key elements of, and requests relating to,
the northeast BC transportation network in this document.
With respect to process from this point forward, the Coalition would like to formally request that a draft of the 10Year Transportation Plan which will emerge from the discussion guide and survey be made available for our
review. The results of the Coalition’s review will be returned to the Ministry with a further request that our input be
incorporated into the final document.
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9.0 Summary of Coalition Requests
The following is a summary of the Coalition’s requests, replicated from prior Sections of this submission.
The Coalition respectfully requests that the Ministry of Transportation and Infrastructure include in the ‘BC on the
Move – A 10-Year Transportation Plan’ the following items.

9.1

Highways



Completion of those projects identified in the 2003 Opening Up BC Transportation Plan which are either
underway, or have yet to commence (realignment of curve at Cairns Creek bridge 60 km west of Chetwynd).
The status of these projects is indicated in Appendix A;



Completion of priority projects identified in the 2007 Hwy. 2 Corridor Study (BC / Alberta border to Dawson
Creek), and 2008 Alaska Hwy. 97N Corridor Improvement Study (Dawson Creek to Fort St. John);



Replacement of the Hwy. 77 bridge over the Fort Nelson River;



Review the posted maximum travel speeds on all highway routes in northeastern BC with a view to increasing
them where safe to do so;



Completion of paving on Hwy. 52 between Tumbler Ridge and Hwy. 97;



Implementation of the findings of the joint Public Works Canada / Ministry of Transportation and Infrastructure
highway corridor study being conducted for the portion of Hwy. 97 between Fort St. John and Buckinghorse.
The Coalition further requests that it be kept apprised as this ongoing study proceeds;



Review of the design standards of that portion of Hwy. 97 between Lemoray and the Pine River, and undertake
necessary improvements;



Encouragement of BC Hydro to relocate overhead electrical wires underground where they pose challenges to
vehicle movement;



Upgrading the surface of the Murray River Road extending south of Tumbler Ridge to Monkman Provincial
Park and Kinuseo Falls. While not a Provincial numbered highway, this road would benefit from either paving
or other durable all-weather surfacing;



Enhancement of enforcement efforts through increased presence by Provincial police forces, and driver
education efforts to improve self-enforcement, such as increased use of speed-reader boards; and



Exploration of an alternative direct highway corridor from Dawson Creek to Fort St. John (including bridge
crossing over the Peace River).
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9.2

Resource Roads



Provincial investment in the OGRRIP program be reinstated for the 2015/16 fiscal year, with a minimum
funding allocation of $20 million;



Provincial investment in the OGRRIP program continue beyond the 2015/16 fiscal year, with funding allocation
commensurate with the level of oil and gas activity in the region (including Provincial royalties, permits, leases
payments and other revenues received from this activity);



Re-establish a group similar to the now-defunct ‘Rural Roads Task Force’ to provide input to decisions
regarding the interface between rural resource roads and other Provincial roads (including addressing issues
such as turning lanes, points of access / egress, and traffic impact assessments);



Continuation of the Infrastructure Royalty Credit Program;



Ongoing partnership for the Sierra Yoyo Desan Road; and



Commitment to work in partnership with industry to develop the vital Horn River Centre Line Road north of Fort
Nelson into the Horn River basin, in addition to the Sierra Yoyo Desan Road.

9.3

Airports



Recognition of the vital roles played by northeast BC’s regional and community airports in supporting the
economic and social development of the region by the Ministry of Transportation and Infrastructure in the ‘BC
on the Move’ transportation plan;



Recognition that, in the short-term, there will continue to be dependence on the fly-in / fly-out model of
workforce provision as a means to achieve resource industry development goals, and that the Province has a
direct role to play in ensuring the efficient, safe and viable operation of this absolutely essential component of
the northeast region’s transportation network; and



Discourage the development of private air strips, due to the fact they divert aircraft and passengers away from
public airports, and decrease economic opportunities which might otherwise be available to communities in the
northeast BC region

9.4

Railways



Continuation of collaboration between BC Rail and Canadian National Railway;



Review of rail maintenance conditions and standards in the Fort Nelson rail subdivision to ascertain the current
state of the railway, and to ensure its continued safe and efficient operation in support of future industrial
activity in the Northern Rockies and North Peace areas; and



Encouragement of CN Rail to improve the rail corridor extending from the Alberta border to Dawson Creek, via
Pouce Coupe.
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9.5


Special Provincial Funding Recognition

Special funding consideration by the Ministry for all aspects of the transportation network in northeastern BC,
including highways, resource roads, airports and any aspects of railways in which the Province may have
continuing responsibility.

9.6


Process for Completing BC on the Move Report

The Coalition formally requests that a draft of the 10-Year Transportation Plan which will emerge from the
discussion guide and survey be made available for our review. The results of the Coalition’s review will be
returned to the Ministry with a further request that our input be incorporated into the final document.
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Appendix A
Peace River Region Projects in 2003 Ministry of Transportation
Opening Up BC Plan
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APPENDIX A
Peace River Region Projects In 2003 Opening Up BC Plan
Highway 97 Projects


Realignment of the highway through the South Peace Hill, south of Taylor, to lessen the risk of landslides
closing the highway. The project is cost-shared with the federal government.
-

Phase 1: completed in 2003-2005.

Phase 2: ongoing 2014/2015 Phase 3: drilling and geotech

assessments 2013-present


Resurfacing 53KM from East Pine to Arras, 43KM southeast of Dawson Creek
-

Completed 2003/2004



Realignment of the curve at Cairns Creek Bridge, 60KM west of Chetwynd



Carrying out detailed design for the future 4-lane expansion of sections of Highway 97 in Fort St. John
-



Designing and engineering for future reconstruction of the highway between Bennett Creek and Link Creek
(Pine Pass)
-



Phase 1: completed 2003/2004 to 2006/2007. Phase 2: completed 2007/2007 to 2010/2011

Completed (built) 2009/2010 to 2011/2012

Designing and engineering for future reconstruction of the intersection at Bessborough Road
-

Completed 2004-2006

Oil & Gas Road Projects


Reconstruction of the Liard Highway from 93KM to the NWT border; carrying out survey and design work from
43KM to 93KM to prepare for road base reconstruction and hard surfacing
-

93KM to NWT border reconstruction: completed 2003-2005; 43KM to 93KM paved 2010/2011; 93KM to
NWT border paved 2011/2012; Shoulder widening 0-43KM 2012-2014



Reconstruction of Beatton River Airport Road from 53KM to 73KM and carrying out survey and design work
from 34Km to 53KM to prepare for widening
-



Surveying and design for future reconstruction and paving of the Montney Highway
-



Completed 2003-2006

Completed 2005/2006

Widening and paving of 30.7KM of Cecil Lake/Goodlow Road from New Beatton Crossing to the Clearview
School to provide stronger, more reliable road that will service the oil & gas industry all year
-

Paving/widening completed 2003-2005; additional seal coat 2013/2014
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Provincial Roads


Resurfacing of Highway 2 from the Alberta Border to the traffic circle in Dawson Creek
-



Resurfacing 7Km of Highway 49 from Briar Ridge Road to the Alberta Border
-



Completed 2003/2004

Completed 2003/2004

Reconstructing, widening and hard surfacing of the Upper Halfway Road, 30KM north of Fort St. John to
improve safety and increase efficiency
-



Improving the intersection on the Dangerous Goods Route at Road 208 in Dawson Creek to improve safety
and increase efficiency
-



Completed 2004-2005

Improving various bridges or culverts throughout the Peace Region
-



Completed 2005-2006

Reconstructing and widening various roads in the Dawson Creek area. Roads include Petersen, Pouce Coupe
Back Road, Berry Road, Old Edmonton Highway, Imperial Access Road/McQueens Road and North Rolla
Road
-



Phase 1: completed 2004-2005. Phase 2: completed 2008-2009. Slide repairs: completed 2013-2014

Yearly minor projects. 2003-present

Making gravel and drainage improvements to roads throughout the Peace Region
-

Yearly minor projects. 2003-present
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